The many ways to use these images!
This file contains 3 different images. One style is
round – choose colored or black and white.
OR choose a simpler rectangle style which is easier
on ink usage and easier to cut.

Easter Egg Messages
Since kids need a constant reminder what Easter is truly about, give them
a reminder each time they find one of those fun plastic Easter Eggs! Place
a little picture of our Resurrected Lord in each plastic egg.
Choose one of the 3 downloads or
use them all so the pictures inside
the eggs will be a new surprise!

Make Stickers
Print them onto sticker paper so the
kids can have them as stickers.

Snack and Cupcake Toppers!
The colored images would also make great cupcake or
snack toppers! Just tape the top half of a toothpick to
each and stick them into the top of a cupcake, cookies,
brownies, cheese, sandwiches, and other snacks!

Decorations!
Used them as decorations, too!

Be creative! They are very versatile!
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Print, cut out, and use as cupcake toppers or place one in each plastic Easter egg:
(cupcake toppers: tape the top half of a toothpick to the back of each)
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Print, cut out, and use as cupcake toppers or place one in each plastic easter egg:
(cupcake toppers: tape the top half of a toothpick to the back of each)
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Easter Egg stuffers:
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